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User may always study a manufacturer and 

supplier provided catalogue, data sheet, testing 

report and also job reference list etc…, which let 

us have more information to evaluate the 

machine value an performance etc…. We’re 

recommend user should take in count as 

reference only, the important point to choose 

the most suitable air purifier for us is base on 

our actual environment and needs. 

We can reference some machine data e.g. size 

of machine, effective service area, noise level… 

of course the machine price & consumable 

price level, such information / data may 

determine us can afford the cost or not, can 

serve our area or not and also enough space in 

our room for the machine or not. After that, we 

can now further consider why we need an air 

purifier and how we will use the machine for BUT 

not their testing report or job reference. We’re 

not means we no need to consider the 

importance of the machine testing report or the 

job reference list, just we want to point out the 

testing report was carried out form the 

manufacturer in-house or inside a laboratory 

(controlled environment), we should not image 

that we must get the same or similar result when 

we use the machine under our actual 

environment and conditions, our actual 

environment is always more worst than 

laboratory’s controlled environment. So, such 

testing report may just for our reference only. 

For the supplier job reference list, it can just let 

us know “Who has bought or own the machine 

in before” only, but we can not know who are 

still using now? It’s a interesting point that we  

 want to let user more clever to read the list. 

This list can tell us someone bought or own 

the machine, most of the client inside should 

be always as a well-known parties. Now, we 

should check out what parties inside should 

be useful as our reference e.g. sometimes, a 

hospital user try to check out any existing 

hospital user in the list etc…, then we’ld like 

to remind user should check out the existing 

user machine is still using till now or the 

machine is donated from the machine 

supplier before for free trial purpose only? 

How about their commend for the machine 

finally, we can never know. Conclusion is 

although the reference list is useful for us or 

the users inside the list are still using the 

machine, that’s not means the machine is 

also suitable for us under our actual 

environment and needs. We’re always 

recommend user should fully understand your 

actual environment conditions and needs 

(Why we want a machine and how we will use 

the machine for?) before order a machine, 

we can reference from some of the supplier 

information or consult a professional IAQ 

specialist. 
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